ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR

Trust is the foundation of everything we
do. Creating, through action and policy,
an environment of complete transparency
with our clients and consultants. We actively
support each other every day by rolemodelling high-trust behaviours in every
interaction, fostering an open, supportive,
accountable and ethical culture.

Everything Unleash & Engage does is true to their
values and their core ethics, it is all true.

We’re an inclusive gang of responsible and good citizens.
Through our actions and policies, we are respecting laws and
regulations, encouraging diversity, working to improve sustainability
within our own control and that of our clients. We actively encourage
involvement in all the local communities in which we operate.

For us, business ethics means always being open and honest. We’re
straight-talking so you only get objective
advice – even if you don’t Iike it (at first)!
Treating our clients and our consultants
equaIIy, we’re aIways professionaI and
approachable whether we’re working on
the front-line or in the Boardroom.
We always protect our clients’ interests
and reputations, working collaboratively
with each to create impact and win-win
outcomes.
Our gang isn’t for everyone, we attract coaches with
humility, knowledge and experience, but most importantly
the confidence not to lead with their ego. There's definitely
a collegiate type of approach within the gang, with people
wanting to help each other, there are no stand-out heroes.

At Unleash and Engage, we believe that Diversity is an outcome of creating
an inclusive and supportive environment that truly values peoples’
differences.
Before any new gang member does any ‘work’ with us, we work with them
to build a strong sense of belonging, both with the business and with
other members of the gang. We believe this forms a strong foundation
which allows people to be their best self.

DELIVERING GREAT OUTCOMES FOR CLIENTS
We assess clients as much as they
assess us, only taking on work
where we truly believe and know
we can make a fundamental and
sustainable difference.
Every time, without fail, we’ve
exceeded clients’ expectations.
Transferring knowledge and building
new habits and behaviours in
teams, that leads to engagement
and sustainable success.
Transparency is at the core of all our work and as part of any
assignment. We make progress, problems and performance visible to
assure clarity of progress towards the goals and trigger the right
conversations. We believe that problems will always exist and the
best way to deaI with them is to find them quickIy and highlight them,
bringing them to the surface and working together proactively with
clients and consultants to achieve the best results for all.

The change in leadership behaviour helped create a
real sense of our shared vision; one team. This did
truly unleash a lot of potential. I could give literally
hundreds of examples that I witnessed and continue
to witness daily. The process formed bridges all over
our organisation. Six months into this year and we’re
considerably ahead of our annual plan. The fantastic
reality is that we’ve massively improved and that gives
an excellent platform to improve further.

As a company, whose client solutions
all contain the words “Sustainable”
and “Excellence’, it’s imperative
that we practice what we preach.
Taking our own medicine begins with
continually seeking to improve the
great value we deliver to clients.
But this is just the endpoint.
This relentless pursuit of excellence
pervades everything we do in our
mission to unleash the potential
within all of us.

INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Consultants choose to join our gang because
they’ve finaIIy found peopIe that share their
beliefs; taking an approach they know works,
and because they know we care about
‘unleashing their potential’ as much as they
do. We have a comprehensive onboarding
programme that helps people to really
understand the capability and character of
working with Unleash & Engage.
Everyone is allocated both a Buddy and a Coach to help with their
personal and professional development. As our relationship grows
with our consultants, they internalise our way of working, adopting
new habits and behaviours which enable them to realise both their
own and our clients’ goals.

Working with Unleash & Engage has allowed me to
consolidate many years of experience and learning into a
philosophy and belief that I now practice in all aspects of
life. Life is simpler and more rewarding now I truly know
who I am. Having the continued support of Unleash &
Engage has been, and continues to be, invaluable in my
personal and professional development.

Our consultants have all walked in our
client’s shoes, some have then gone on
to traditional consulting, only to realise
that something’s missing.
After joining our gang, our consultants’
development takes on new meaning
and purpose for them, with their focus shifting to how their capabilities
can help others. Our consultants leave their clients having made lifelong friendships, leaving behind new skills and habits as part of their
legacy. We achieve consulting excellence through an experientialbased approach to learning ‘consulting skills’ and ‘technical skills’
underpinned by our robust business assurance approach.
We describe our organisation as an ‘adult’ organisation, we’re all
grown-ups, supporting each other to be the best we can be, and
creating really high-performing teams. Because success means
different things to each of us, we value difference, and every consultant
creates their own work/Iife baIance profiIe so we can support welfare
as much as career progression and professional development.

Maslow’s
Hierarchy
of Needs

We love to hear our gang talk about their work and purpose motive with such
passion to friends and family members - their enthusiasm is infectious and inspiring.
Sharing their personal stories and unique perspectives has created an environment
where people celebrate and value one another, which in turn attracts a diverse
range of people to join us, who see that their differences inspire and excite us.

Our mission is to get
as many people to
Selfthe top as we can;
esteem
our gang, our
Belonging
clients, and
Shelter
our communities
Physiological

We know we can always do
better, and listen to our gang for
ideas of how we can offer more
support to the communities in
which we live and work. Through
this we are proud to be signatories
to the Social Mobility pledge.

